Shouldn’t managing your telecom
environment be this simple?

It Can. . .

Running a successful company is based on the ability to communicate and minimize operating
costs. Perhaps when you were young, the tin can telephones worked just fine. Times have changed. . .

The Telecom Act of 1996 has fueled the explosion of services,
providers, technologies, bundling and platforms for internet,
wireless, data, local access and long distance services.
The way we communicate today has changed dramatically, and so
has the telecommunications industry. Why would you base
important business decisions about telecom issues on guesses,
averages, or meaningless abstractions?

Total Telecom Cost Management

Intelligent Bills has perfected an approach that will help you gain a
clear understanding of your business requirements and standards.
Each step in this process defines and optimizes your savings. We
accomplish this by using a proven process and state of the art
technology. When it comes to strategic telecommunications
sourcing, compliance, optimization, and expense management – one
company stands alone – Intelligent Bills.
To learn more, contact us for a no fee, no obligation evaluation.

THE INTELLIGENT BILLS DIFFERENCE

SOLUTIONS
Intelligent Bills is a professional services firm focused on
helping its clients draft, develop and implement Telecom Cost
Management Solutions.
Our focus on telecom inventory and invoice management,
enables our customers to gain better control of their inventory,
increased visibility into business intelligence and a reduction
in communication costs. Beginning with billing dispute
management to automated allocation of charges, Intelligent
Bills enables our clients to optimally manage the complex and
changing lifecycle of telecom costs.
For the last thirteen years, our team of subject matter experts
have successfully delivered flexible telecom solutions through
Billing Compliance, Inventory Reconciliation, Professional Services and Telecom Expense Management with an average annualized savings of 30% or more.

Experience the Difference
Our company’s mission is to deliver significant reductions in
network expenditures, lower operational costs and improve on
process efficiencies.
Our consultants will walk you through a Free Evaluation
on how our services can help improve on those processes,
reduce your operating costs and show you a One, Two and
Three Year Return On Investment with a Guarantee.
Our Free Evaluation will consist of:
A Market Rates Comparison
Benchmark Your Current Process and Procedures against Industry Trends
Billing Compliance Determination (Potential Opportunity)
Billing Optimization (Potential Opportunity)
Three Year Return On Investment Report

Invoice Data Capture
This managed service completely automates invoices and
paper documents by capturing the detail for validation and
complete, accurate digital transformation of the paper media.
This state of the art technology affords us the ability to be the
only 100% paperless cost management solution in the industry.
Billing Compliance
This no cost offering complements the Telecom Expense
Management service by identifying, correcting, and recovering
money from billing errors. This is accomplished through a
validation of charges or assets, against published tariffs,
contract compliance, and physical inventory reviews. Our
clients realize immediate savings within 30 Days.
Inventory Reconciliation Services
This service offering is designed to manage all Telecom and IT
infrastructures by establishing and maintaining a single
inventory database of network services derived from billing.
Intelligent Bills will validate that all billing and service
changes are accurately reflected and billed correctly.
Thereby keeping the integrity of the inventory information
close to 99.9% accurate.
Telecom Expense Management
This service is a comprehensive cost management platform for
your corporate voice, data and wireless spend. Our offering
empowers your organization with greater ability to track,
manage, and validate your expenses by leveraging our invoice
processing services and feature rich application to achieve
Savings, Visibility, and Control.
Professional Services
Our experienced team of subject matter experts specialize in
assessing the infrastructure and business process needs from
procurement to payment. Intelligent Bills’ professionals
implement measurable solutions that improve productivity and
deliver savings. Through our modifiable delivery approach,
our clients have achieved cost savings of 25-45% through use
of our telecom sourcing services by improving in efficiencies
and reducing the duration of their projects.
Customer Advantage Program (CAP)
Our clients subscription affords them the ability to participate
in a pass through program that helps you obtain wholesale
pricing with nationwide service providers for all traditional
voice, data, and internet products.
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